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By Constance Stadler

NeoPoiesis Press, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 74 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x 5.4in. x 0.4in.From
the IntroductionThe complex relationship between masculine
and feminine, explored consistently throughout the history of
poetry, offers fertile ground for collaborative creation. In
discussion of the inherent possibilities we realized with
astonishment that, in a milieu where authenticity is venerated
as a hallmark of quality, the lions share of published poems
exploring this duality have been written from a singular rather
than a dialogical perspective. The poems in this collection
represent a resultant ongoing effort to break free from the
bonds of such limitations; specifically, this is a collection of
poetic dyads (responsorials) intended to reveal the myriad
facets of the masculinefeminine adventure. - Rich Follett and
Constance Stadler This book includes an audio recording of
the poets reading their work. ReviewsResponsorials is not only
exciting for its poetic art but also for its diverse responses to
this alterity of man and woman. The reader will be moved by
the sentiments, surprised, and enlightened. - Duane Locke,
author of 21 books of poetry and recipient of The Edna St.
Vincent Millay Prize, The Charles Agnoff Award, and The Poetry
Society of Americas Walt Whitman Award...
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent go through. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like
just how the author publish this book.
-- Musta fa  McGlynn-- Musta fa  McGlynn

Complete guideline! Its this kind of great read through. It is probably the most incredible pdf i actually have read
through. Its been developed in an extremely straightforward way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this book
through which actually modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- B er yl La ba die I--  B er yl La ba die I
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